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The information retrieval research group at the Department of Information Studies, University of
Sheffield, has been developing a large web test collection – approximately 94 million documents, 1.2TB
in size1 – under an EU-funded project SPIRIT2. One of the objectives of the project is to devise
evaluation methodologies using as little human effort as possible. This note summarises our experience
and thoughts on building very large test collections based on preliminary experiments. Although we
understand the importance of addressing the evaluation issues comprehensively (including usability
studies), our concerns will focus on the ad-hoc task not others such as known-item or distillation tasks.
However we believe that our discussions can be useful for those tasks, too.
We revisited the interactive searching and judging (ISJ) approach of Cormack, Palmer, & Clarke3 where
a person both searches and assesses retrieved documents issuing queries and modifications of queries to
locate as many relevant documents per topic as possible. The advantage of the approach as reported in the
1998 paper is that a single assessor using just one retrieval system can locate relevant documents much
more efficiently than is achieved in the traditional TREC system pooling based approach, although at the
expense of missing a portion of relevant documents. A form of ISJ is used by TDT assessors4 and the
method has been discussed at the NTCIR evaluation workshop5. Such an approach will more than likely
be needed in order to build relevance judgements in the proposed terabyte collection discussed at the
workshop.
Our initial work has focussed on conducting experiments to determine if the ISJ technique works
consistently well across different searchers and different retrieval systems. Using a methodology that
exploits previous TREC submission data, we measured the effectiveness of ISJ across 17 distinct
searcher-system pairs. The ISJ approach was found to work well at locating relevant documents quickly
and accurately for 15 such pairs, a strong indication of the utility of the method. As a part of the study, a
new way of measuring the accuracy of a test collection relative to an ideal was also produced. The
measure computes the precision and recall of a new test collection in locating significant differences
between retrieval systems measured by the collection.
The potential drawback of the interactive searching and judging approach is the possibility of bias in the
choice of relevant documents: introduced by either the searching strategy of the assessor or by the
retrieval algorithm of the system used by the assessor. Such bias might create test collections that favour
certain types of retrieval systems over others. We plan to investigate the potential for bias through a
number of careful analyses of how ISJ judgements in TREC collections differ from the main judgements
produced by TREC NIST assessors. The potential for bias in ISJ is often cited as a reason for not adopting
the method when building test collections. Studying the level of bias is important before ISJ is accepted
as a proven technique.
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